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I am passionate about teaching Empowerment based Self Defense and to bring change in the field of
crime against children and women. I bring 13 years of experience in researching & contributing to
education industry, making it more dynamic and powerful through experiential learning programs.

Life is a precious gift however it is a fact that safety is unpredictable in the environment We live in. Self
Defense and Self Protection are crucial for Today’s Women. To be mentally & physically strong, is the
need of the hour. Like any other skill, this too can be learnt, practiced and perfected.

Being working in the field of Self Defense, I would like to introduce you to the #1 Life Saving Skill which
will develop survival mindset, easy to learn and works at physical and mental levels. With the help of this
STRIKE Self Defense System which inspired by world’s best fighting systems, you’ll never be a VICTIM in
your life. I have changed many many lives with the tools, knowledge and skills they need to protect
themselves and their loved ones.

And I am committed to reach every single girl/ women in India to empower her and instil confidence in
her mind and body to face any threat and overcome her fears while living a powerful and blissful life,
ultimately making her STRONGER physically & psychologically.
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As a leader I strongly believe that my training and coaching skills have always made girls & women
achieve strength and confidence, take decisions, perform better and overshine themselves.
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I am a dentist by profession and a civil service aspirant. I want to enter the governance of this
country in order to implement and improvise on all the policies made for the betterment of
women and children. I wish to work in the area of improvement of nutrition and health of the
less privileged sections of the society. I strongly believe that to have a wider outreach of any
policy, the women have to be educated and involved. I want the women of our country to be
enabled enough to occupy more legislative positions in the government so that we can own the
public sphere with a sense of security. I believe that the first step towards empowerment is
awareness and for that I have actively played a role in spreading awareness about different
opportunities amongst the kids living in my residential complex.
Courses such as self defence shouldn’t just be a privilege for the well educated and affluent
families, instead, these courses should reach upto the grass-root level. There is a need for active
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participation of people from different communities to step up and lend their voices and time to

make our country a safer place for everyone and I’d love to be a part of that process.

I have 29 years experience in Education and IT Industry and
specialized in Business, Operations, Delivery, Assessments and
Information Systems Management. I am currently working as
Director - Product Management at Graduate Management
Admission Council. I am an MBA and currently pursuing my PHD in
Education Technology. I would like to join WICCI as throughout my
career I have been working on training and empowering people to
do better in life and encouraging women to pursue careers and I
would now like to contribute more to the society at large.

Bina Sharma
Council Member

I have more than 2 decades of experience in the IT industry with
a specialisation in customer management, business growth and
people management. I have been working on awareness programs
on Diversity and inclusion, sexual harassment policies etc. I am
working in the RWA of my colony to make it safer for everyone
and would like to expand this to our entire city. My vision is to
make this city a safer place for kids, women and society in general
through formulation and modification of policies and their
effective execution.
Kumud Iyer
Council Member

Quality head- India, STMicroelectronics. Taking care of quality
issues , certifications and semiconductor product quality
requirements for all customers (e.g.Automotive, Industrial,
Consumer, Smartcards, Medical etc.)and Distributors across
India.
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I am Ritu Pant age 43, teacher by profession and presently working in an
International School as Individuals and Societies Mentor and Coach to Middle
Year’s Programme. Born and brought up in Lucknow I completed my M.A. in
Geography form IT College Lucknow. I have an experience of more that 16
years in residential and day schools. I have a strong sense of respect for nature
and humanity and am get a strong sense of satisfaction in service. I have a lot of
respect and honour for Défense Services and highly advocate self-defence as a
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part of basic education. I am interested in photography, adventure activities, art
and dance. Vegetarian by choice I support naturalist school of thoughts.
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Have given 13 years to the Travel Industry in various
roles and travelled around the world. Apart from my
love for travel, i also love reading and have a keen
interest in all things handmade and vintage, am the
closest to myself surrounded by plants and nature.
Doing my bit towards sustainable living and keeping
my surroundings and environment clean. I am a firm
beliver “1 person can contribute” towards the change
required!

An educationist, freelance writer, voice artist and communication skills
trainer. An MA ,MPhil, Monika Sharma has rendered training workshops
for students preparing them for performing arts and international Model

UN conferences and other educational programs in the UK, US and
Singapore.She has been in the field of education for 25 yrs.
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Proud mother of 12year old daughter, working professional in
semiconductor field from more than 18 years now, keep

intentions to server my society and country in some way .
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In today's nutrition industry she is well known for her accomplishment and her charismatic
style that has helped to motivate many of her clients and to make positive and meaningful
changes to their health without being dull or overly restrictive.

Chief Dietician : Naveen Hospital, Vaishali

Nutritionist : Litchi Knowledge Center (Educate school children regarding benefits of Healthy
Nutritional Habits)
Nutrition, Sports and Fitness Coach GOQii

Nutrition Faculty at VLCC Institute of Nutrition & Beauty
Dietician : Kailash Group of Hospitals
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Dietician : Chandra Laxmi Hospital

I am a graduate in dental surgery and currently pursuing
my masters in Public Health. I am very keen on
contributing in the field of Women Health and Safety by
harnessing my clinical, technical, communication and
leadership skills.
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Simran is pursuing Literature from Hans Raj College, Delhi University and
strongly believes if more people understood difference between 'equity' and
'equality', this world would be a better place. She has served as leader of Girl Up
Wings, a Delhi based club working for women empowerment. Her interest lies at
intersection of entrepreneurship and SDG goals and have worked with over five
start ups in different capacity of intern, consultant, advisor etc in past 1.5 year.
She can be found reading and singing in her free time.
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I am a marketing professional working with one of the leading global
agencies.

I have strong inclination towards bringing a change within & outside by
being a changemaker.

I practice yoga and meditation which gives me strength & clarity I need.
Also, I actively promote arts and artists in whatever capacity I can.
Ranpreet Kaur
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An Engineer, Photographer and Blogger based in Noida, with
an aim to create and share content that enlightens people on
various aspects of life. Photography work featured in
International Magazines like Vogue Italia.

Garima Bhaskar
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I have started working at very young age and wanted to fulfil
the basic needs of family & myself. After getting little
knowledge & experience wanted to learn more and more as
time passed by. Still learning & growing.
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10 years of experience as a soft skills trainer, have used my skills and knowledge in
sculpturing and shaping individuals performances and teams in achieving desired
results and targets not only through classroom trainings but hardcore field--hands
on training and coaching along with leading by example.
Throughout my tenure I have been valued for my dual expertise of
Training/Coaching and Business development, the trailing details explain at length
my successful achievements at various organizations.
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Certified Self Defense Instructor with specialization in Krav Maga, and
Civilian/Women/ Kids Self Defense Instructor. Having 30+ years of
experience in self defense training specialized in Women & Kids also,
actively working for 15 years in Fitness Training.
I believe that one can achieve anything by being focused, persistent
and never giving up.
Ranjana Chona
Council Member

Self Defense instructor with specialization in Krav
maga. Certified civilian/women/ kids self defense
instructor. Advisor in SBI Life Insurance. I like to
explore the nature, playing badminton.

Divya Panwar
Council Member

I am Multi-faceted person, entrepreneur, sports
enthusiast, avid team member and fast learner with a
die-hard attitude.
10 years experience in Taekwondo
2 years experience in Kali
2 years experience in thai boxing
1 year experience in Krav Maga
Anjil Dixit Sharma
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Certified Self Defense Instructor with junior state medallist first
weight lifting and power lifting. 8th World junior Kurash champ
ionship & junior national championship.

Komal Singhal
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10 years teaching experience in one of the progressive school in Asia thereby
gaining expertise in classroom management, preparing lesson plans, project and
curriculum management, pedagogy and curriculum development. Strong education
professional with BSC, MA, BED, MED and an army background.
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